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Transparency, integrity and reliability: Group’s commitments
• ENGIE is committed to allowing public access:
- to its main positions on its website, and to
updates thereof in the event of new and
significant information;
- to the lists of the main think tanks and
professional associations of which it is a
member and in which it is active.
• The Group is committed to promoting the
lobbying practices set out in this code of
conduct among all its contacts and thus

contribute to the development of high standards
in the industry.
• The Group refuses to take part in financing any
political activity, even in countries where this is
authorised and regulated by the law.
• For the sake of information and transparency,
this lobbying code of conduct is posted on the
Group's website.

Transparency, integrity and reliability: lobbyist’s commitments
Each lobbyist acting for ENGIE is committed
to:
• Indicating, when communicating with
institutional actors, whether he/she is acting on
behalf of ENGIE or in support of a professional
association of which ENGIE is a member.
• Carrying out his/her lobbying activities in
accordance with ENGIE’s fundamental ethical
principles: act in accordance with laws and
regulations; behave honestly and promote a
culture of integrity; be loyal; respect others.
Which excludes, among other things:
- any act of corruption or influence peddling,
whether active or passive.
- offering or accepting advantages of any kind
which do not correspond to a simple display
of courtesy, in compliance with the gifts and
hospitality policy applicable within ENGIE.
- situations of conflict of interests: in case of
doubt, any lobbyist acting for ENGIE will
verify with his/her manager or ethics &
compliance officer (for any ENGIE
employee) or his/her firm or professional
organisation (for any member of an outside
firm) that he/she is not in a situation of
conflict of interests. When choosing the
Group's lobbying actors, care will be taken to

retain only those who commit to applying the
principles contained in this code of conduct
and to respecting the Group's Ethics
charter. In the case of persons exercising
public responsibilities, they may only act on
behalf of the Group if the legislation that
applies to them so allows, in order to avoid
any conflict of interests.
• Conditioning the Group’s financial participation
in symposiums, whatever the organizing body,
to a partnership agreement that sets out the
terms for this participation.
• Appearing on lobbyists' registers of
organisations where they carry out lobbying
activities, where these exist, and respect the
codes of conduct and regulations of those same
organisations.
• Observing the codes of conduct and regulations
of the institutions, in particular in the context of
their missions of general interest, and of the
professional organisations in which they
operate.
• Providing reliable information.
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Developing and defending Group positions
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Compliance approach
A responsible lobbying activity requires great
rigour, therefore each Director of a Business Unit
or at headquarters, with regard to the lobbying
activities carried out for his or her organisation:
• Ensures that the Group's positions are known to
lobbyists acting for ENGIE.
• Ensures that persons permanently assigned to
the lobbying activity have the skills required to

their field of action and receive the support and
instructions required for their activity.
• Ensure that any identified breaches of the
principles and commitments of this code of
conduct are duly terminated.
• Carries out a review of the lobbying action
performed within its scope of activities.

carry out their duties, receive regular training in

Advice or reporting
• Anyone who wishes to request an opinion or

• Information on ethical incidents falling under this
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or professional organisation (for any member of
an outside firm).
• Any breach of this code of conduct may also be
reported by any person inside or outside the
Group to the Group’s ethics alert e-mail address
at ethics@engie.com.
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